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Abstract. This paper studies synchronization among iden-
tical agents that are coupled through a time-varying network
with nonuniform time-varying communication delay. Given
an arbitrary upper bound for the delays, a controller design
methodology without exact knowledge of the network topol-
ogy is proposed so that multi-agent consensus in a set of
time-varying networks can be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

The consensus and synchronization problem in a network
has received substantial attention in recent years. A rela-
tively complete coverage of earlier work can be found in
the survey paper of [1], the recent books by [2], [3] and
references therein. Recently, synchronization in a network
with time delay has attracted a great deal of interest. As
clarified in [4], we can identify two kinds of delay. Firstly
there is communication delay, which results from limitations
on the communication between agents. Secondly we have
input delay which is due to computational limitations of an
individual agent. Many works have focused on dealing with
input delay, progressing from single- and double-integrator
agent dynamics (see e.g. [5], [6], [7], [8]) to more general
agent dynamics (see e.g. [9], [10], [11]). Its objective is to
derive an upper bound on the input delay such that agents can
still achieve synchronization. Moreover, such an upper bound
always depends on the agent dynamics and the network
properties.

Communication delay is much less understood at this
moment. In the case of communication delay, only for
a constant synchronization trajectory do we preserve the
diffusive nature of the network. This diffusive nature is an
intrinsic part of the currently available design techniques and
hence only this case has been studied. Some works in this
area can be seen in [12], [13], [6] and [8].

Most of the current research on networks with delays
are focused on fixed networks and fixed delays. This is a
quite intrinsic limitation of the approach since most people
investigated frequency-domain type of analysis which is
intrinsically unable to handle time-varying networks and
time-varying delays. The objective of this paper is to use
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a Lyapunov-based approach which is still valid for time-
varying networks and delays. The main focus is on commu-
nication delay although input delay can be addressed through
similar techniques.

Another advantage of the Lyapunov approach presented in
this paper, is that we are not restricted to switched networks
with a minimal dwell time between switches. We can handle
network changes which are continuous (where parameters
change over time instead of discrete jumps).

A. Notations and definitions

Given a matrix A 2 Cm�n, A0 denotes its conjugate
transpose while kAk denotes the induced 2-norm. A ˝ B

indicates the Kronecker product between A and B .
A weighted graph G is defined by a triple .V ; E ; A/, where

V D f1; : : : ; N g is a node set, E � V �V is a set of pairs of
nodes indicating connections among nodes, and A D Œaij � 2
RN �N is the weighting matrix, with aij > 0 iff .i; j / 2 E

and ai i D 0. If aij D aj i for all .i; j / 2 E , the graph is
called undirected; otherwise directed. A path from node i1 to
ik is a sequence of nodes fi1; : : : ; ikg such that .ij ; ij C1/ 2 E

for j D 1; : : : ; k � 1. A graph is connected if there exists a
path between every pair of nodes. A directed tree with root
r is a subset of nodes of the graph G such that a path exists
between r and every other node in this subset. A directed
spanning tree is a directed tree containing all the nodes of
the graph. For a graph G , the matrix L D Œ`ij � with

`ij D
( PN

kD1 aik; i D j;

�aij ; i ¤ j;

is called the Laplacian matrix associated with the graph G .
All eigenvalues of L are located in the closed right half
complex plane with at least one eigenvalue at zero which
is associated with right eigenvector 1. In case the graph is
strongly connected then the multiplicity of the eigenvalue at
zero is 1 and all other eigenvalues are in the open right-half
plane. When G is undirected, L is symmetric.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR UNDIRECTED GRAPHS

The multi-agent system we will consider in this paper is
composed of N identical general agents, which are denoted
by ˙i with i 2 f1; : : : ; N g,

˙i

(
Txi D Axi C Bui

yi D Cxi

(1)

where xi 2 Rn, ui 2 Rm are the state and input of agent i .
The network provides agent i with the following informa-

tion
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�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

aij .t/.yi .t/ � yj .t � �ij .t///; (2)

where �ij .t/ 2 RC (i ¤ j ) represents an unknown constant
communication delay at time t from agent j to agent i .
In the above aij .t/ > 0, aij .t/ D aj i .t/ and ai i .t/ D 0

for all t . The above communication presented in (2) can be
connected to a time-varying weighted graph G with each
node indicating an agent in the network and the weight of
an edge is given by the coefficient aij .t/. The time-varying
communication delay implies that it took at time t , �ij .t/

seconds for agent j to transfer its state information to agent
i . We need the following obvious assumption.

Assumption II.1 .A; B/ is stabilizable and .A; C / is de-
tectable;

Our goal is to achieve state or output synchronization
among all agents while the synchronized dynamics should
be equal to an, a priori given, constant trajectory, denoted
by xr 2 Rn (state synchronization) or yr 2 Rp (output
synchronization). In case of output synchronization, the
information available for agent i 2 f1; : : : ; N g, is given by:

x�i .t/ D �i .t/ C .yi .t/ � yr /;

if agent i has access to the constant trajectory yr and

x�k.t/ D �k.t/

otherwise. Note that �i .t/ can be written as:

�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

`ij .t/yj .t � �ij .t//:

where �i i D 0. Let x̀
i i .t/ D `i i .t/ C 1 if agent i has access

to yr and x̀
ij .t/ D `ij .t/ for all other i; j 2 f1; : : : ; N g in

which case

x�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/.yj .t � �ij .t// � yr /:

We will refer to the matrix xL.t/ D Œx̀ij .t/� as the expanded
Laplacian matrix. We assume that the expanded Laplacian
matrix is for each time invertible which is the case if and
only if for every agent i and any time t there exists an agent
j which has access to the constant trajectory yr and a path
in the graph from agent j to agent i (see for instance [14])

We would like to note that, in practice, precise information
of a network communication topology is usually not available
for controller design and only some rough characterization
of the network can be obtained. In our case, we assume only
a lower bound on the smallest eigenvalue of the expanded
Laplacian is given:

Definition II.2 For given real numbers ˇ; � > 0, the set
Gˇ;�;N consists of all time-varying, weighted and undirected
graphs composed of N nodes satisfying the following prop-
erty

ˇI 6 xL.t/ 6 �I

for all t .

Remark. If our undirected graph is strongly connected then
all eigenvalues of xL are positive (see for instance [14]).
Hence each strongly connected, weighted and undirected
graph is in Gˇ;�;N for sufficiently small ˇ > 0 and
sufficiently large � . Our protocol design will only use the
ˇ, � and is independent of the precise information of the
network.

In this paper, we will first consider the case of state
synchronization where yi D xi , yr D xr and then the case
of output synchronization. To achieve constant trajectories
by an agent we need eigenvalues in the origin. In the nonin-
trospective case, where agents do not have direct information
about their own state, this can be achieved via a preliminary
dynamic precompensator in which case we will need the
following assumption:

Assumption II.3 All eigenvalues of A are in the closed left-
half complex plane.

Note that in the case of state synchronization, dynamic
precompensators do not really make sense and hence we only
consider the introspective case where agent i has access to
its own state xi (i.e. Cmi D I ) in which case we do not need
to impose restrictions on the eigenvalues of A.

III. INTROSPECTIVE STATE SYNCHRONIZATION

In the state synchronization case, we have:

˙i Txi D Axi C Bui (3)

where xi 2 Rn, ui 2 Rm are the state and input of agent i

where agent i has access to xi (introspective agents) while
the network provides the following information:

x�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/.xj .t � �ij .t// � xr /; (4)

We formulate the problem of state synchronization for
networks with unknown, nonuniform communication delays
as follows.

Problem III.1 Let ˇ and � be given positive real numbers.
Consider a network with agents described by (3) and (4)
associated with a time-varying graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N . Let the
constant reference trajectory be available to at least one
agent. The state synchronization problem for networks with
unknown, nonuniform communication delay is to find a
distributed controller for each agent of the form:

ui D F xi C H x�i (5)

such that, for any time-varying graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N for any
time-varying but bounded communication delay �ij .t/ and
for any reference trajectory xr 2 Rn, the state of each agent
converges to the constant trajectory xr , i.e.,

lim
t!1.xi .t/ � xr / D 0 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; N g
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In this section, we will present a distributed controller
design to achieve state synchronization for networks with
unknown, nonuniform communication delays such that the
state of each agent will converge to an, a priori given,
constant trajectory xr . Before giving our result, we need to
define a set

Xr D
˚

x 2 Rn j Ax 2 Im B
�

D
˚

x 2 Rn j 9 u 2 Rm such that Ax C Bu D 0
�
: (6)

The main result in this section is presented in the following
theorem.

Theorem III.2 Let ˇ; � and x� be given positive real num-
bers. Consider a multi-agent system with agents described
by (3) and (4) with .A; B/ controllable. Assume the above
multi-agent system is associated with an undirected time-
varying graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N . Then, Problem III.1 is solvable
if and only if the constant trajectory xr is in the set Xr .
More specifically, there exists a distributed protocol of the
type (5) for each agent such that Problem III.1 is solved
for any time-varying undirected graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N , for any
xr 2 Xr and for any bounded time-varying communication
delay �ij 6 x� .

Proof : Let F be such that A C BF has all eigenvalues in
the origin and such that:

ker.A C BF / D Xr : (7)

For each agent i 2 f1; : : : ; N g, a preliminary state feedback
law

ui D F xi C vi ; (8)

is used. Combining each agent dynamics (3) and the state
feedback law (8) the resulting system can be written as

Txi D xAxi C Bvi ; (9)

where xA D A C BF . For such a system, we develop a
distributed local controller

vi D �B 0P x�i ; (10)

where P is the positive definite solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation introduced in [15]:

xA0P C P xA � ˇPBB 0P C "P D 0: (11)

while " is a design parameter that will be chosen later.
We will first prove that the state of each agent converges

to the constant trajectory xr for suitably chosen ". Define
xxi D xi � xr for every i 2 f1; : : : ; N g. If xr is not in the
set Xr then it can be easily seen that even for one agent
there does not exists any input ui such that xi .t/ ! xr as
t ! 1. On the other hand if xr is in the set Xr , then we
have

Txxi D xAxxi C Bvi :

Moreover,

x�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/xxj .t � �ij .t//

Moreover, from [16], we have:

B 0PB 6 n"I: (12)

Given that xA has all eigenvalues in the origin, we also find
from [16], that:

P xAP �1 xA0P 6 1
2
n.n C 1/"2P (13)

We will use a Lyapunov-Razumikhin approach presented
in [17] based on the work in [18]. The closed loop systems
are given by:

Txxi .t/ D xAxxi .t/ �
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/BB 0P xxj .t � �ij .t// (14)

We write the closed loop system as:

Txxi .t/ D xAxxi .t/ �
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/BB 0P xxj .t/

C
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

BB 0P Txxj .s/ ds (15)

Using (14) in (15) we get:

Txxi .t/ D xAxxi .t/ �
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/BB 0P xxj .t/

C
NX

j;kD1

x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

x̀
jk.s/BB 0PBB 0P xxk.s � �jk.s// ds

C
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

BB 0P xAxxj .s/ ds (16)

Consider the following candidate Lyapunov function:

V.xx/ D xx0.I ˝ P /xx D
NX

iD1

xx0
i P xxi (17)

Using Razumikhin’s classical result we can assume:

xx0.s/.I ˝ P /xx.s/ 6 .1 C ı/xx0.t/.I ˝ P /xx.t/ (18)

for some arbitrary small ı > 0 for all t � 2x� 6 s 6 t . If we
differentiate the Lyapunov function:

2

NX
iD1

2
4xx0

i .t/P
xAxxi .t/ �

NX
j D1

x̀
ij .t/xx0

i .t/PBB 0P xxj .t/

C
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

xx0
i .t/PBB 0P xAxxj .s/ ds

C
NX

j;kD1

x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

x̀
jk.s/xx0

i .t/PBB 0PBB 0P xxk.s � �jk.s// ds

3
75

We have:
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2xx0
i .t/PBB 0P xAxxj .s/

6 1
"2 xx0

i .t/PBB 0P xAP �1 xA0PBB 0P xxi .t/

C "2xx0
j .s/P xxj .s/

Using that �ij .t/ 6 x� , (12), (13) and (18), the above yields:

tZ
t��ij .t/

xx0
i .t/PBB 0P xAxxj .s/ ds

6 M"xx0
i.t/PBB 0P xxi .t/

C x�"2.1 C ı/xx0
j .t/P xxj .t/

where M D 1
2
x�n2.n C 1/. Similarly,

tZ
t��ij .t/

x̀
jk.s/xx0

i .t/PBB 0PBB 0P xxk.s � �jk.s// ds

6 �n3x�"xx0
i .t/PBB 0P xxi .t/

C �x�"2.1 C ı/xx0
k.t/P xxk.t/:

Putting all together we find

d
dt

V 6 ".M1"�1/xx0.I ˝P /xx C.M2"�ˇ/xx0.I ˝PBB 0P /xx

for suitable constants M1 and M2 which exists since the
upper bound for the Laplacian guarantees that the coefficients
x̀

ij .t/ are bounded. We clearly see that for sufficiently small
" the derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative.

IV. NON-INTROSPECTIVE OUTPUT SYNCHRONIZATION

In general, we have to restrict our choice of yr . Let

Yr D
(

y 2 Rp

ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌
 

0

y

!
2 Im

 
A B

C 0

!)

D fy 2 Rp j9 x 2 Rn; u 2 Rm W
Ax C Bu D 0; Cx D yg : (19)

If the constant reference trajectory is not in this set then
tracking this trajectory is impossible for our agents indepen-
dent of the specific network structure. Note dviat Yr D Rp if
.A; B; C / is right-invertible and without invariant zeros in the
origin. The output synchronization problem for undirected
graphs can be formulated as follows.

Problem IV.1 Let ˇ and � be given positive real numbers.
Consider a multi-agent system described by (1) associated
with a graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N . The output synchronization prob-
lem for networks with unknown, nonuniform and arbitrarily
large communication delay is to find a distributed linear
dynamic controller of the form(

Txi;c D Acxi;c C Bc
x�i ;

ui D Ccxi;c ;
.i D 1; : : : ; N / (20)

for each agent such that, for any graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N , for
any yr 2 Yr and for any communication delay �ij .t/ 2 RC,
the output of each agent converges to the given constant

trajectory, i.e.,

lim
t!1.yi .t/ � yr / D 0; (21)

for all i 2 f1; : : : ; N g.

The main result will be presented in two theorems. The
first theorem deals with the case when the system is right-
invertible and has no invariant zeros at the origin (i.e. Yr D
Rp). The second theorem deals with the general case.

Theorem IV.2 Let ˇ, � and x� be given positive real num-
bers. Consider a multi-agent system with agents described by
(1) and assume Assumptions II.1 and II.3 hold. Assume the
above multi-agent system is associated with a time-varying,
undirected graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N . Then, Problem IV.1 is solvable
if the system presented by .A; B; C / is right-invertible and
has no invariant zero at the origin. More specifically, there
exists a linear dynamic controller of the type (20) such that
output synchronization is achieved for any undirected graph
G 2 Gˇ;�;N for any yr 2 Rp and for any communication
delay �ij .t/ 6 x� .

In the general case, we have to restrict our choice of yr

(a proof is omitted due to page limitations).

Theorem IV.3 Let ˇ; � and x� be given positive real num-
bers. Consider a multi-agent system with agents described
by (1) and assume Assumptions II.1 and II.3 hold. Assume
the above multi-agent system is associated with an undirected
graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N . Then, Problem IV.1 is solvable if and only
if yr 2 Yr . More specifically, there exists a linear dynamic
controller of the type (20) such that output synchronization is
achieved for any undirected graph G 2 Gˇ;�;N , any yr 2 Yr ,
and for any communication delay �ij .t/ 6 x� .

Proof of Theorem IV.2 : The design consists of two steps.
In the first step we will design a precompensator for each
agent. In the second step, we will design a dynamic protocol
for compensated MAS to achieve synchronization.
Step 1: Since .A; B; C / is right-invertible and has no invari-
ant zeros at the origin, the matrix 

A B

C 0

!

has full row-rank. By detectability of .C; A/ the first n

columns of this matrix are linearly independent. This implies
there exists an injective matrix V such that: 

A BV

C 0

!
(22)

is square and invertible. Next consider the so-called regulator
equations:  

A BV

C 0

! 
˘

�

!
D
 

0

I

!

Invertibility of (22) trivially implies this equation has a
unique solution. Next note that:
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rank

 
A BV �

C 0

!
D n C rank �

by the invertibility of (22). We design a precompensator for
each agent of our multi-agent system:

Tpi D
�
I 0

�
vi ; pi .t/ 2 Rv

ui D �1pi C
�
0 �2

�
vi

(23)

where �1 is injective and such that Im V � D Im �1 while
v D rank � . On the other hand, �2 is chosen such that�

�1 �2

�
(24)

is square and invertible.
Let zxi D Œxi I pi �. The interconnection of (1) and (23) is

of the form8̂<
:̂

Tzxi .t/ D zAzxi .t/ C zBvi .t/;

yi .t/ D zC zxi .t/;

�i .t/ D
PN

j D1 aij .t/.yi .t/ � yj .t � �ij .t///;

(25)

where

zA D
 

A B�1

0 0

!
; zB D

 
0 B�2

I 0

!
; zC D

�
C 0

�
:

We need to verify a number of properties of this system.
First note that stabilizability follows immediately from the
invertibility of (24) and the stabilizability of .A; B/. Next,
we show detectability. We need to verify that

rank

�
sI � A �B�1

0 sI

C 0

�
D n C v D n C rank �1

for all s in the closed right-half complex plane. For s ¤ 0

this immediately follows from the detectability of .C; A/.
For s D 0, we have:

rank

�
�A �B�1

0 0

C 0

�
D rank

 
�A �BV �

C 0

!
D nCrank �1

Step 2: The controller for multi-agent system (25) is de-
signed as (

T�i D . zA C K zC/�i � Kx�i ;

vi D �˛ zB 0P"�i ;
(26)

where K is such that zACK zC is Hurwitz stable, and P" is the
unique solution of the following algebraic Riccati equation:

zA0P" C P"
zA � ˛ˇP"

zB zB 0P" C "P" D 0: (27)

with ˛; " design parameters that will be chosen later. It is
easily verified that (27) implies that

zAP �1 zA0P D � zA2 C ˛ˇ zABB 0P � " zA (28)

which yields:

�max

�
zAP �1 zA0P

�
D jx�j2 C f" (29)

where x� is the largest eigenvalue of A on the imaginary axis
while f" ! 0 as " ! 0 where �max denotes the eigenvalue
with the largest absolute value. Moreover, as we have seen
before in (12), we have:

zB 0P"
zB 6 n"I: (30)

Next, we will prove that with the above controllers, the
output of each agent converges to the constant trajectory yr .
First we need to show that there exists z̆ such that zA z̆ D 0

and zC z̆ D I . Let W be such that �1W D V � . In that case
it is easy to verify that we can choose

z̆ D
 

˘

W

!
:

For i D 1; : : : ; N , define xxi D zxi � z̆yr , and the output
synchronization error ei D yi � yr . We find:(

Txxi D zAxxi C zBvi ;

ei D zC�i ;
(31)

and

x�i .t/ D
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/ zC xxj .t � �ij .t//:

Combining (26) and (31), we get the closed-loop system:8̂̂<
ˆ̂:

Txxi .t/ D zAxxi .t/ � ˛ zB zB 0P"�i .t/;

T�i .t/ D . zA C K zC/�i .t/ �
NX

j D1

x̀
ij .t/K zC xxj .t � �ij .t//;

with i D 1; : : : ; N . Using a basis transformation, it can be
shown that stability of the above system is equivalent to the
stability of the following system:8̂̂
<
ˆ̂:

Tyxi .t/ D zAyxi .t/ �
NX

j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/ zB zB 0P" y�j .t � �ij .t//;

Ty�i .t/ D . zA C K zC/y�i .t/ � K zC yxi .t/;
(32)

with i D 1; : : : ; N . This system which can be rewritten as:

Tyxi .t/ D zAyxi .t/ �
NX

j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/ zB zB 0P" yxj .t/

C
NX

j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

zB zB 0P"
zAyxj .s/ds

�
NX

j;kD1

˛2 x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

x̀
jk.s/ zB zB 0P"

zB zB 0P" y�k.s ��jk.s//ds

�
NX

j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/ zB zB 0P"

�
y�j .t � �ij .t// � yxj .t � �ij .t//

�

Similarly, we get:
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Ty�i .t/ � Tyxi .t/ D . zA � K zC/ Œy�i .t/ � yxi .t/�

C
NX

j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/ zB zB 0P" y�j .t � �ij .t//

Consider:

V.t/ D V.yx.t/; y�.t//

D yx0.t/.I ˝P"/yx.t/C.y�.t/� yx.t//0.I ˝Q/.y�.t/� yx.t//

Choose ˛ > 1 such that 	 D 2n˛x�2�max.xL/jx�j2 < 1. Next
choose ı > 0 and 
 such that:

3
 C 1
2
.1 C ı/ < 1 (33)

while Q is such that:

. zA � K zC/0Q C Q. zA � K zC/ C Q D 0

with
2�.1 C ı/�max. zB 0Q zB/ < 
: (34)

Based on Razumikhin’s classical result we can assume that

V.s/ 6 .1 C ı/V .t/ for s 2 Œt � 2y�; t �: (35)

In order to obtain a bound for the derivative of the Lyapunov
function, we first obtain some estimates. We have:

2yx0
h
.I ˝ P"

zA/ � ˛.xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"/

i
yx

6 �yx0 h".I ˝ P"/ C ˛.xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"/

i
yx

Next,

2

tZ
t��ij .t/

˛yx0.t/
�

xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"

zA
�

yx.s/ds

6 ˛	yx0.t/
�

xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"

�
yx.t/ C "

2
.1 C ı/V .t/

where we used that (35) implies that:

yx0.s/.I ˝ P"/yx.s/ 6 .1 C ı/V .t/

for s 2 Œt � 2y�; t �. Moreover,

NX
j;kD1

˛2 x̀
ij .t/

tZ
t��ij .t/

x̀
jk.s/yx0

i .t/P"
zB zB 0P"

zB zB 0P" yxk.s��jk.s//ds

6 ˛g" yx0.t/.xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"/yx0.t/ C "
V.t/

with g" ! 0 as " ! 0. We also get:

NX
j D1

˛ x̀
ij .t/yx0

i .t/P"
zB zB 0P"

�
y�j .t � �ij .t// � yxj .t � �ij .t//

�
6 ˛h" yx0.t/.xL ˝ P"

zB zB 0P"/yx0.t/ C "
V.t/

with h" ! 0 as " ! 0. Here we use that

"�1 zB 0P"Q
�1P"

zB 6 "�1�max.Q�1/ zB 0P 2
"

zB
6 "�1�max.Q�1/�max.P"/ zB 0P"

zB ! 0

as " ! 0 where we used (30). Finally,

NX
j D1

2x̀
ij .t/

�
y�j .t/ � yxj .t/

�0
Qyxj .t � �ij .t//

6 1
2

�
y�j .t/ � yxj .t/

�0
Q
�
y�j .t/ � yxj .t/

�
C "
V.t/

for " small enough using (34) and (35). Putting all together,
we find that:

TV 6 .	 C g" C h" � 1/ yx0.t/.xL ˝ P"
zB zB 0P"/yx0.t/

� 1
2

�
y�j .t/ � yxj .t/

�0
Q
�
y�j .t/ � yxj .t/

�
C
�

3
 C 1 C ı

2
� 1

�
V

which implies that the Lyapunov function converges to zero
for " small enough and therefore we achieve synchronization.
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